Bracero History Project Comprehensive Bibliography

Note: This bibliography is divided into four subject areas, the Bracero Program, Mexican American History, Agricultural History (Including Agricultural Work), and Other Relevant Works

**Bracero Program**

**Books**


**Bracero Program**

**Articles and selected chapters**


**Mexican American History Books**


Mexican American History

Articles


**Agricultural History**

**Books**


**Agricultural History**

**Articles**


Jones, Lamar B. “Farm Labor: Shortage or Surplus?” *Southwestern Social Science Quarterly* 47, no. 4 (1967): 401-412.


Current Waves of Immigration, (Post 1965):

Latina Immigrant Women


Transnational Families (Motherhood and Fatherhood)


Transformations in Identities


**Remittances**


**Border Studies**


Chicano Identity and Transformations in Chicano Historiography


Theoretical Framework


Other Potentially Useful Works.


Alderman Family Farms Films. Film footage shot on one of Oregon’s largest row crop farms in the 1940s and 1950s, located near Dayton, Oregon. Includes footage of Bracero workers who helped on the farm in the mid 1940s. A VHS copy of the films is available for viewing. See osulibrary.oregonstate.edu/archives/archive/film/p214.html for a guide to the collection.


